Experience Education
The Right Way

AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS FOR EDUCATION APPLICATIONS
Peerless-AV’s collection of flat panel, projector and desktop mounts; carts and integrated kiosk solutions are designed to help incorporate technology into the education space. We can provide you with the building blocks to create a classroom of the future.

- Peerless-AV products are UL Listed and OSHPD approved so you can feel safe and secure when using them in the classroom.
- Maintain a clean classroom appearance with our wall mounts’ open wall plate design for installation flexibility.
- Customize your educational technology needs with our exclusive, self-serve online configurator, KioskBuilder™ (kiosks.peerless-av.com).
- Call a designated Peerless-AV Education AV Specialist for questions or concerns to make sure you get the right solution to fit your needs.
Where will you use Peerless-AV’s Education Collection?

The Peerless-AV® Education Collection offers solutions for any type of educational environment. Which one works best for you?

Classroom

Today’s students desire an active learning environment—expecting more from their classrooms than ever before. Working closely with educators and technology experts, the Peerless-AV team has focused on designing comprehensive solutions for seamlessly incorporating technology in the education space. We developed a line of interactive devices designed with collaborative learning in mind, meant to engage students in the educational experience. Our expanded line of AV mounting solutions and accessories make upgrades even easier, streamlining the adoption of new technologies.

Auditoriums

Ensure all audience members have a perfect view in the auditorium with Peerless-AV’s innovative AV support products. Our projector mounts are the perfect solution with easy installation and safety and security features. Need mobility? Peerless-AV’s line of carts allows for flexible viewing angles and are easily moved. Keep the audience engaged during guest speakers, student performances and more by displaying digital signage effectively.

Cafeteria

Capturing students’ attention can be challenging. They are surrounded by digital messaging everywhere they turn – even during lunchtime. Take your cafeteria to the next level by adding or upgrading your digital signage network. Install digital menu boards to display your daily menu, nutritional information, upcoming events and more, all while keeping the lines moving and the students engaged.

Wayfinding

Disorganized and inconsistent signage can detract from visitor experience, leading to confusion and visual clutter. Make the move to digital signage wayfinding today to clearly communicate necessary information to campus visitors without detracting from your school’s environment. A successful wayfinding installation will manage the visitor experience using signage as an interactive communication tool.

Computer Labs

Digital signage is a natural part of communicating and learning for today’s students. Peerless-AV’s AV solutions provide richer, more collaborative learning experiences inside school laboratories. Assignments and tests can be improved with desktop and tablet mounts, while flat panel and projector mounts enhance the viewability of the curriculum.
Which Peerless-AV® product suits your educational needs?

Our product selection ranges from wall and projector mounts to integrated kiosks. We have the solutions you need for any educational environment.

• Security Projector Mounts simplify image alignment for the user
• White Board Mounts are a cost-effective solution for a classroom
• Tablet & Desktop Mounts integrate technology in the classroom
• Wall & Ceiling Menu Board Mounts are easy to order and install
• Complete line of accessories including Ceiling Plates, Extension Columns, Speaker Mounts and Security Enclosures
With 75 years of experience in the audio visual industry, our commitment to the creation of cutting-edge technology and industry standard solutions have empowered us to become an innovative leader in the industry. From well-designed, quality-built products, to unmatched customer service, to outstanding custom project capabilities, Peerless-AV continues to help you and your business thrive with best-in-class AV.
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